
Unit 3: Co-identification of problems and co-validation of needs

Module 3.1 Introduction to
co-identification and co-validation

eLearning

SUNRISE e-course: Introduction to co-identification and co-validation



What is co-identification and co-validation all about?

Before you even think about potential solutions and measures for your 

neighbourhood, it is important you have a detailed understanding of the mobility 

related problems and needs as perceived by the residents.

A thorough co-identification and co-validation process ensures this. It also helps to 

identify, validate and articulate the neighbourhood‘s specific strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities and threats. 

Such a process requires input from everyone, including so-called »hard-to-reach 

groups« (e.g. older people, children, ethnic minorities, disabled people) through 

special formats because those groups often do not participate proactively or don‘t 

feel addressed by »common methods«.

In short: Understand and document all aspects of all citizens‘ everyday mobility 

challenges before you develop ideas for measures.



What to co-identify and co-validate? How to?

What to co-identify & co-validate?

• The status-quo of the neighbourhood (general situation of the neighbourhood, 

social / economic / environmental features, mobility situation) 

• The existing problems, needs and opportunities 

• All relevant stakeholders who need to be involved

How to co-identify & co-validate? 

• Through a thorough participatory process

at „eye-level“

• Using different methods and tools to reach 

a possibly broad range of citizens and

stakeholders 

• Co-validate results with citizens and  

other stakeholders ©Mobilissimus Ltd



Why co-identify & co-validate?

• To build… 

• a solid foundation for all following activities

• a deep understanding of what truly matters in people‘s real lives

• trust (see the recommendation of a „participation promise“ a few slides further down)

• strategic local alliances 

• To ensure…

• that everybody gets a chance to participate

(especially so-called hard-to-reach groups)

• that all relevant status-quo information is 

included and will be fully taken into 

account for all further co-creation steps.
©Budapest Municipality 



Who should participate 

in the co-identification and co-validation process? 

• The general public: Everyone should be given the opportunity to participate

• Stakeholders: Invite local stakeholders like transport companies, public agencies, 

retailers, cultural institutions, NGOs, faith communities ...

• Hard-to-reach groups: Specifically reach out to older people, ethnic minorities, 

children, disabled people ...  

• Experts: Incorporate the external view of

experts to ensure that both factual and sub-

jectively perceived issues are taken on board  

• Administration: All parts of the authorities

that are/will be part of the process or 

may be helpful in the course of the process

• Politics: Involving senior politicians provides momentum and legitimisation. Ideally, 

they are also present at public events.

©Mobilissimus Ltd



Procedures & methods

The next three modules explain a sample 

process of co-identification and co-

validation in its individual steps and 

possible methods.

The three modules are:

• 3.2 Starting the co-identification 

process 

• 3.3 Neighbourhood Mobility Check –

Methods & Tools

• 3.4 Determining your fields of action 

going forward

Note: The diagram on the right only illustrates one possible 

approach to Co-Identification and Co-Validation – the one 

that most SUNRISE cities took. Your actual process must of 

course be adapted to the specific local conditions.



Unit 3: Co-identification of problems and co-validation of needs

Module 3.2 The co-identification process

– Starting the process 
eLearning

SUNRISE e-course: Starting the co-identification process



Before you start a co-creation process, 

make sure you have a clear internal 

framework and information base in place. 

Together with the administration and 

politicians it must be clarified what the 

subject of the participatory process is 

(area, possibilities, available funds, 

limits), which stakeholders exist, how 

they can be involved, how to structure 

the process, who decides what, what 

information and experiences already 

exists and what synergies can be used 

within and with other project(s). 

Preparatory Steps



a) Internal Kick-off

• Inform colleagues and partners about the 

project, the process and its objectives –

find synergies

• Gather and share all relevant existing 

information, ideas and concerns about the 

neighbourhood and the project

Preparatory Steps

• Who decides what will be done and 

financed in the end? 

• How much money can realistically be 

allocated to implementation? 

• Which promise can honestly be made 

to citizens?

d) Develop the Process in detail

• What are the steps in the process? 

• When does which step happen? 

• Which methods are used to reach out 

to the variuous target groups and 

stakeholders? 

• What is the PR strategy to reach as 

many people as possible?

b) Map relevant Stakeholders

• Identify all relevant stakeholders –

not only the „usual suspects“

• Pay special attention to hard-to-

reach groups

c) Develop a „Participation Promise“ 

• What are the possibilities and 

constraints of the process?

• How can citizens‘ views lead to 

implemented projects?



Preparatory Steps – Impressions I

Stakeholder MappingInternal Meeting with Stakeholders

Preparing the ProcessCollecting ideas for Stakeholders

@urbanista

@urbanista

©Budapest Municipality 

@urbanista



Stakeholder Mapping 

Internal Kickoff Discussion

Internal Kickoff Discussion

Joint Process Design

@TheTA

@urbanista

@urbanista

@urbanista

Preparatory Steps – Impressions II



To make as many people as possible 

aware of the process, organise a public 

launch event.

Choose an easily accessible, well-

frequented location and make sure you 

have a robust PR campaign in place.

During the kick-off, the process, its 

goals, timeline and the „participation 

promise“ will be presented to the 

public. 

Use this opportunity to already collect 

initial problems, needs and ideas.

Public Kick-off



How? 

INVITE to your events via 
posters in public spaces 
apart from via social media.

MAKE VISIBLE from the outside, 
creating atmospheres, that there 
is something happening and 
everyone is welcome to join.

OPEN DOORS to everyone 
joining spontanously with 
low barriers.ALLOW fle xi bl e 

seating situations and 
group work scenarios.

BREAK ICE with 
social activities 
for networking. 

SHOW all ideas collected trans-
parently for everyone in order to 
be commented and discussed.

VARY in participatory methods 
to reach different groups.

OFFER different work stations 
related to specifie

d
 topi cs or  

methods moderated by an expert.

INVOLVE the neighbours and 
participants in the set up.

FIND a frequented place where a 
lot of different people naturally 
pass. It should also ideally be 
reachable at ground level, to gain 
more attention and incorporate 
diabled people.

Public Kick-off
INVITE to your events via 
posters in public spaces 
apart from via social media.

MAKE VISIBLE from the outside, 
creating atmospheres, that there 
is something happening and 
everyone is welcome to join.

OPEN DOORS to everyone 
joining spontanously with 
low barriers.ALLOW fle xi bl e 

seating situations and 
group work scenarios.

BREAK ICE with 
social activities 
for networking. 

SHOW all ideas collected trans-
parently for everyone in order to 
be commented and discussed.

VARY in participatory methods 
to reach different groups.

OFFER different work stations 
related to specifie

d
 topi cs or  

methods moderated by an expert.

INVOLVE the neighbours and 
participants in the set up.

FIND a frequented place where a 
lot of different people naturally 
pass. It should also ideally be 
reachable at ground level, to gain 
more attention and incorporate 
diabled people.



Public Kick-off

Kick-off in Jerusalem ©urbanista

Kick-off in Bremen

© Gerald Weßel 

Kick-off in Thessaloniki

©TheTA ©TheTA
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SUNRISE e-course: Neighbourhood Mobility Check

© S. Findeisen/City of Bremen



A systematic Neighbourhood Mobility 

Check ensures that …

• the locally (perceived) mobility 

challenges of as many and as many 

different citizens as possible …

• and that the neighbourhood specific 

strength, weaknesses, opportunities 

and threats …

are identified, validated and articulated.

It consists of an internal status-quo 

analysis of the neighbourhood‘s mobility 

situation and of various participatory 

formats that reach out to all (!) 

members of the public to collect 

problems / needs / ideas etc.

The Neighbourhood 

Mobility Check



Neighbourhood Mobility Check

Think about where and how, concretely, you might be able to reach people

• be present in highly frequented places (public squares, train/bus stations, 

weekly markets, museums, libraries etc.)

• find ways to involve particular segments of the population (e.g. “wheelchair 

inventory” with disabled people)

• contact school headmasters / teachers to distribute information to and through 

children

• provide a map of the neighbourhood where people can mark certain spots

• consider partnership with leaders of ethnic minorities, faith groups etc.

• use suitable hardware (e.g. gazebo in case of sun and rain) 

• think about fun workshops for youth groups

• visit elderly people in nursing homes

• be creative



© Krithika Ramesh 

©Mobilissimus 
Ltd 

Neighbourhood Mobility Check

©Jóügy

© Miri Reiss© Johan Fridh 

On-site »Neighbourhood Mobility Checks« of the SUNRISE cities

Malmö



Also think about online formats, which are 

accessible regardless of time, location, 

weather etc.

• Very important is a website with info 

about the entire process, the next events, 

the „participation promise“ etc.

• Several SUNRISE cities made good 

experience with an online map, where 

people can mark certain spots and leave 

related explanations and comments. 

©Mobilissimus Ltd 

©Mobilissimus Ltd 

Neighbourhood Mobility Check

Ideally you would incorporate the comments from the 

off-line interactions on the same online map)



©urbanista 

©urbanista 

Neighbourhood Mobility Check

©urbanista 

©urbanista 

Speed Dating:

Participants introduce 

themselves to each other 

in rotating short inter-

views, asking questions 

like »What should 

change?« »What should 

stay the way it is?«

Life-size Mapping: 

Putting ideas and 

needs on the map as 

a walkable basis for 

discussions.

Modelling: Expressing 

ideas and needs three 

dimensionally as a 

playful and diverse form 

of communication.

Cooking Session in a 

group is a nice way to 

say “thank you” to 

participants and it is an 

activity that brings 

them closer on an equal 

basis.



• A SWOT analysis is useful for a »top-

down« analysis of the mobility situation 

in the neighbourhood.

• SWOT stands for …

• Strengths

• Opportunities

How to? 

Elements of a 

SWOT

Example of how 

to built SWOT 

strategies

© urbanista

Neighbourhood Mobility Check

• A SWOT is conducted by the 

administration and potentially 

external experts

• Weaknesses

• Threats

• The results of this top-

down view needs to be 

reviewed / validated by 

the public



SWOT-Analysis: The Strategies – selected example from Southend-on-Sea

Neighbourhood Mobility Check



After a wealth of problems, needs and 

ideas have been collected, they have to 

be reviewed and condensed to extract 

the essence of all that information.

In other words, the next step is to 

identify patterns in all the data (e.g.  

recognise frequently mentioned issues) 

and to cluster related topics into 

thematic strands.

The outcomes of previous processes –

even if they are a few years old - should 

also be considered in this interim result.

The Synthesis



Collected problems/needs/ideas – selected example from Jerusalem

The Synthesis



Unit 3: Co-identification of problems and co-validation of needs

Module 3.4 The co-identification process

– Determining fields of action going forward 
eLearning

SUNRISE e-course: Fields of action going forward



It is good practice to double check 

with the public whether the synthesis 

your team created actually matches 

with the perspective of the public.

For this purpose connect again with 

the citizens, stakeholders, the local 

media, NGOs etc. 

Choose a suitable workshop format for 

this to validate the essence of 

perceived needs. And use this 

opportunity to reflect whether the 

participatory process as such can be 

improved in the next steps.

Synthesis review



It goes without saying: At the end of this 

process: Publish the findings! In SUNRISE, 

this was done in the form of so called 

„Neighbourhood Mobility Dossiers.“ They 

contain all information that is needed to 

build informed decisions upon it during 

the next phase.

Publication of the results

To ensure transparency, you should also include some 

information about the chosen approach, the 

representativeness of participants etc. in the “Dossier.”



Unit 3: Co-identification of problems and co-validation of needs
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SUNRISE e-course: Learning from SUNRISE cities



Learning from the cities – an overview

Jerusalem

Southend-on-Sea

Budapest

© Justin Styles© Mobilissimus Ltd.

© Miri Reiss

© Gerald Weßel 

© TheTA

Bremen Thessaloniki

© Johan Fridh 

Malmö

Here are some impressions of the city partners who went through the SUNRISE 

process. A special spotlight will be placed on Bremen and Thessaloniki. 



Spotlight on Bremen

SUNRISE e-course: Spotlight on Bremen



Bremen – Preparatory Steps

• The thematic focus in Bremen turned 

out to be space consumption by (partly 

illegally) parked cars in residential 

areas - a rather sensitive and 

controversial issue.

• SUNRISE connected with some ongoing 

initiatives in the action neighbourhood 

Hulsberg that deal with parking issues.

• Thanks to the external funding, 

SUNRISE has the resources to drive the 

process forward in a systematic and 

integrated manner.



Extracts from Bremen‘s „Participation Promise“

• The input received from the [participants] will be collected and analysed by the 

SUNRISE project team, considering technical feasibilities, financial and legal 

implications or interdependencies within the whole mobility system.

• It is clear from the start, that not all wishes and ideas can be fulfilled.

• Decision making in SUNRISE is carried out according to the applicable legislation. 

The sovereignty of the responsible bodies remains untouched.

• In SUNRISE, we want follow the following principles of working together:

• all voices and ideas, different perspectives and opinions are heard and valued

• we facilitate an open discussion and carry out a neutral moderation

• we make processes and results transparent for the citizens and stakeholders

• The project has rather limited funding for investments. Only trials of solutions 

(pilots) … can be covered by the SUNRISE funding … Therefore, the implementation 

of further measures has to be covered by other sources identified within SUNRISE. 

•

Bremen – Preparatory Steps



• Bremen managed to recruit a reliable 

and committed Core Group of people 

with professional and / or personal 

interest in the mobility situation in the 

Hulsberg neighbourhood.

• The involvement of key stakeholders 

required a number of informal 

meetings in advance, to inform them 

about the project, its objectives, the 

planned processes etc. 

Bremen – Preparatory Steps

• Some of the core group members and some members of the SUNRISE team knew 

each other before. This helped in terms of trust building etc.



• The format of the Core Group consisted of ca. 17 regular members and was 

always open to new members.

• It met irregularly, roughly every couple of months (due to time constraints of 

relevant key stakeholders). Venues were in rooms from the borough 

administration or rooms of the local SUNRISE team (of Bremen)

• The local SUNRISE team convened and moderated the Core Group meetings

• The Core Group had no own funds and no strict decision-making procedures. It 

operated with open discussions, exchanging arguments, mostly resulting in 

consensual decisions or compromises. 

• Decision making on major issues (e.g. approval of action plan measures) is 

carried out according to the applicable legislation. The sovereignty of the 

responsible bodies remains untouched

Bremen – Preparatory Steps



Here is a sample of public engagement steps organised by Bremen‘s SUNRISE team:

1. Internal kick-off meeting (Dec 2017)

2. Start of public relation activities 

3. Public kick-off-event (Feb 2018) 

4. SUNRISE-website with online participation tool (questionnaire) (Since Feb 2018)

5. SUNRISE Bremen newsletter and email communications 

6. Series of eight “Street Chats” (Straßengespra ̈che) (Apr 2018) 

7. Workshop with Core Group (June 2018) 

8. Field trip to projects on sustainable mobility in neighbourhoods (June 2018) 

Bremen – Preparatory Steps



Bremen‘s SUNRISE-website had an 

online participation tool built in:

www.sunrise-bremen.de

• It allowed visitors to contribute 

their opinion independent from 

physical events or workshops. 

• It displayed all contributions

Bremen – Mobility Check

(including those collected at non-line activities), for maximum transparency. 

• It provides information and frequent updates about the project

• It was based on the nextseventeen-word-press-tool by urbanista 



Bremen – Mobility Check

• Opportunity for direct dialogues 

with “street users” through 8 

„Street Chats“ in 8 locations

• “Mobile market stand” (tent, 

table, DIN-A0 map, prepared 

cards to collect the input of the 

people)

• Helped to make project known 

and to collect perceived 

problems, thoughts, ideas 

directly from street users.

(© KW Schlie) • Ca. 110 people participated – mostly residents passing by chance. However, some 

people visited the stand on purpose, or having read about it in the newspaper, to 

talk to the SUNRISE team and to contribute their views. 



Bremen – Mobility Check

Target Groups reached:

• Citizens 

• Borough administration 

• Elected Borough parliament 

• Management of hospital 

• Development Agency of New 

Neighbourhood 

• Police 

• Fire department 

• Chamber of Commerce 

• Bremen’s parking space management 

(BREPARK)

• Automobile Club (ADAC)

(© Findeisen/City of Bremen) 

• German Cyclists‘ Federation (ADFC)

• Citizens‘ initiative for the 

development of a cooperative housing 

project in the new neighbourhood 

• Association providing ambulant care 

• Ministry of Internal Affairs 



Bremen – Mobility Check - SWOT



Bremen – Mobility Check - SWOT



„Corridors of Option“ formulated in the SWOT analysis

1. Reduction of illegal parking (W-O-Strategy) 

Illegal parking shall be reduced to minimise the blocking of sidewalks and cycle 

paths, to minimise barriers for mobility impaired persons and to reduce the risks 

of fire engines not being able to pass junctions and streets. … this strategy should 

be implemented in combination with … improved offers on alternative mobility 

options. 

Thee following actions might be an option for the SUNRISE neighbourhood: 

• Stronger monitoring (and fining parking offensives) to enforce parking in 

accordance with the road traffic regulations 

• Constructional measures to reduce illegal parking

• Other measures to reduce illegal parking (e.g. clearly marking of legal parking)

Bremen – Mobility Check - SWOT



Bremen – Synthesis Review

Bottom-up Review of the SWOT analysis

• During a three-hour workshop, the 

SUNRISE Core Group validated the 

SWOT-Analysis, which had been 

prepared by the SUNRISE team, taking 

into account the citizen’s contributions. 

• All the strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities, threats and the 

resulting strategies were recorded 

on cards and pinned to movable 

walls. In the workshop those could 

be commented, corrected and 

supplemented. 



Bremen – Publish Results

On the following three slides you can see

sample pages from the published „Neighbourhood 

Mobility Dossier“ for the Hulsberg area in Bremen.

Here: Priority problems



Bremen – Publish Results



Bremen – Publish Results



Spotlight on Lisbon

SUNRISE e-course: Spotlight Lisbon



Spotlight on Lisbon (PT) – Challenges

Lisbon is a Take-Up City in SUNRISE, and has chosen to focus 

their activities on Bairro Padre Cruz, a neighbourhood in the 

Carnide borough on the northwest edge of Lisbon.

Bairro Padre Cruz is a disadvantaged residential area with a 

multi-ethnic population, and is primarily comprised of social 

housing. The area has an unemployment rate of 23% and 12% 

of residents cannot read or write (Census 2011).

Community severance is a big issue in this area. It is a 

spatially isolated „island“ that is poorly connected to the city 

centre. Safety has been reported as a concern. The residents 

are heavily dependent on taking the bus and walking.

There are not many attractions and very few people visit the 

neighbourhood, which further worsens the economic 

situation.

Image sources: Rita Jacinto, Lisbon City 
CouncilRita Jacinto, Lisbon City Council



Although there are many ongoing challenges in Bairro Padre Cruz, the situation is 

beginning to improve, which is a source of local pride among the residents. This has been 

driven by a strong network of actors:

• As a social housing area, there is an existing network of actors who are positively 

perceived by the residents, including the city council, local borough, social security 

services, residents‘ association, kindergartens

• The Residents‘ Association is active and motivated to continue trying to improve the 

neighbourhood, and is interested in working with City of Lisbon

• The community police (associated with the city council) – include two officers who are 

in the neighbourhood every weekday. They support local activities carried out by the 

social housing network of actors, and are also well-received by the residents.

• It is a social housing neighbourhood going through a major housing regeneration 

process. Entire old housing blocks are being demolished, and new social housing is being 

constructed. Part of the street layout will change.

Spotlight on Lisbon (PT) – Strengths



Spotlight on Lisbon (PT) – Choosing a focus

Lisbon’s aim in SUNRISE is to improve the mobility situation specifically for the girls and women 

who live, work and go to school in Bairro Padre Cruz. The idea for this area and focus was agreed 

upon through a top-down and bottom-up approach:

1. The City of Lisbon first chose this area and focus based on their own 

assessment and impressions of the need to more adequately address 

women’s mobility issues in peripheral neighbourhoods.

2. It is a neighbourhood with community severance issues in significant 

need of addressing, so a project focused on improving local mobility 

became a great match.

3. Finally, they met informally with all actors in the neighbourhood to 

discuss the project idea with them (including other City Council 

actors), find out if they would find it useful and gauge their support. 

This took some time, but it was time well-invested because it built 

trust, awareness and support in the community around the project 

before it officially began.

Image source: Rita Jacinto, Lisbon City CouncilRita 
Jacinto, Lisbon City Council



Spotlight on Lisbon (PT) – Co-identifying problems

Lisbon’s aim in the co-identification phase was to understand the mobility problems faced 

by girls and women in the neighbourhood.

To do this, they collected data from different groups of girls and women, with different 

mobility patterns and needs:

• Girls at local school (13 to 17 years old)

• Young women (18 to 22 years)

• Women working outside of the neighbourhood 

(22 to 64 years)

• Older women (65+ years)

Image source: Rita Jacinto, Lisbon City CouncilRita Jacinto, Lisbon City Council



They used the following methods to gather input 

from local women and girls:

• Questionnaires at a local school: 102 girls aged 

13-17 years

• Focus groups with mapping of main issues: 50 

girls and women between 13 and 87 years

• Questionnaires, face-to-face, at the 

neighbourhood bus stops: 49 women waiting for 

the bus

Spotlight on Lisbon (PT) – Co-identification methods

Image source: Rita Jacinto, Lisbon City CouncilRita Jacinto, Lisbon City Council



Spotlight on Lisbon (PT) – Results of co-identification

Examples of problems identified by the girls and women:

• Road safety: Cars drive too fast and do not stop at pedestrian crossings

• Personal safety: Fear of dark areas and isolated bus stops. Bus stops 

located at the edge of the neighbourhood

• Sexual harassment: Girls and young women report being harassed

• Costs: Walking to nearest shopping centre to save cost of bus ticket

• Reliability: Buses do not show up on time. Some bus services 

cancelled.

• During public holidays and weekends no bus to nearest hospital. Only 

three buses to get there!

• Women cannot leave baby strollers at day care facility during the day

These problems will be taken as the starting point for co-developing solutions in the next phase.

Image sources: Rita Jacinto, Lisbon City CouncilRita 
Jacinto, Lisbon City Council



Spotlight on Lisbon (PT) – Corridors of action

Feedback gathered through focus groups and surveys was analysed and the data was categorised 
into the following thematic areas for improvement, resulting in possible corridors of action:

• Women‘s perception of safety

• Road safety

• Public space accessibility

• Costs (primarily ticket prices)

• Convenience of bus stops

• Convenience of bus service

• Convenience of cycling

• Social dynamics (problems that can‘t be solved

only by infrastructure)

Residents also specifically said that they‘re supportive of measures to encourage motorised modes 
to drive slower, e.g. speed bumps, to reduce the number of accidents with pedestrians and 
cyclists.

The problems that were co-identified and the possible corridors of actions will be taken as the 
starting point for co-developing solutions in the next phase.

The collaborative process with local actors is still under way. In September, the data collected so 
far will be shared with all local actors involved in the process. 

Image source: Rita Jacinto, Lisbon City CouncilRita Jacinto, Lisbon City 
Council
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Challenges

The topic itself

• Mobility issues are often discussed very emotionally 

• Strong political will is required to tackle mobility issues sustainably

• Relevant solutions might not entirely be within the municipality’s domain of 

responsibility and field of action.

The participatory process

• Participation requires a lot of time and resources & can be unpredictable

• Building trust is essential, is an art and takes time (especially when people have 

already gone through several [less successful] participatory processes > „Participation Fatigue“)

• More concrete topics are useful potentially attract more people (more specific 

location/area, more specific topic)

• It is difficult to involve people permanently in the project process without them 

getting tired



Challenges

Methods and Tools

• It is a challenge to reach and involve a good cross-section of citizens

• It requires extra effort and creativity to work with hard-to-reach groups

• Language can be a barrier

SUNRISE specific challenges:

• Small budget for measure implementation

• Although four years is long for an EU project, it is short for a co-creation project



Recommendations

Methods and Tools

• Direct Dialogue is key: On-street market stands work well for that purpose 

• Break complex topics down and use everyday language

The participation process

• Create small-scale success stories to motivate people and keep them on track

• Maintain momentum (meetings, events, implementation) to keep residents engaged

• Partner up early within municipal and governmental agencies, NGOs etc.

• Use external experts for inspiration, new perspectives and neutral opinions

The participation process

• Plan the participation process thoroughly - but stay flexible enough to react.

• Engage deeply into the local process – but don’t forget to keep the big picture 

and the overall objectives in mind



Checklist

Preparatory steps 

✓Get enough staff - you always need more 

than you think  

✓Identify as early as possible all people in 

administration/policy/private sector/NGO 

who could be helpful in the process and try 

to involve them – generate a momentum.

✓ Elaborate the participation promise for 

the process (purpose, scope, powers, 

resources, etc.)

✓ Do a stakeholder mapping and think about 

who you can involve and how

✓ Draw-up a process design and a PR-

campaign



Public Kick-off

✓Find a frequented place where many 

different people naturally pass (reachable 

at ground level) 

✓Invite the public with an intensive PR 

campaign 

✓Make the event visible from the outside

✓Introduce the process, its goals, limits and 

timeline (participation promise) to the 

attendees

✓Avoid frontal discussions. Instead highlight 

the many possibilities to raise problems 

and concerns and to contribute ideas

Checklist



Neighbourhood Mobility Check

✓Be present at frequented places 

(markets, train stations, pedestrian 

zones, super markets etc.) and actively 

approach many different people 

✓Visit places where you can meet hard to 

reach groups (schools, youth centres, 

nursing homes etc.) 

✓Reach out to multipliers (e.g. leaders of 

churches / religious groups / association 

of traders etc.)

✓Consider a SWOT or similar to objectively 

analyse the status quo of the 

neighbourhood 

Checklist



Synthesis 

✓Review and sensitively condense and 

cluster the problems, needs and ideas 

that have been collected. Extract the 

essence of it all!

✓Recognise frequently mentioned topics 

and merge similar mentions into 

thematic strands

✓Also Include the outcomes of former 

processes in this interim result 

Checklist



Synthesis Review

✓Make sure, that the condensed essence 

matches with the perspective of the 

public

✓Consider a workshop to:

✓Approve and prioritise the drawn 

essence of ideas and needs collected

✓Check realisability through external 

points (experts and specialists)

✓Reflect upon the process, methods 

used and participants reached

✓Give reasons to the public why certain 

proposals were not accepted.

Checklist



Publication of results 

✓Publish the findings, your approach and 

the reasons for your decisions to ensure 

maximum transparency for your process

✓Explain how decisions were made and 

what this means for the future

✓Spend some time and effort to layout 

and visual attractiveness

✓Outline the next steps 

Checklist



Resources needed

Consider the fact that a thorough co-identification process requires resources:

• Staff for:

• process management

• activating stakeholders

• evaluation of events

• Financial resources for:  

• Material costs (on-site events, maps, posters, flyers etc.) 

• Implementation budget (also for some first small-scale projects) 

• Possibly legal expertise

• Professional know-how (e.g. estimation of cost concerning different measures)

• Data from the municipality’s databases and analysis/modelling (for status-quo 

report, knowledge transfer, designing maps etc.) 

• (Different) room(s) for events (frequented, ground level, barrier free)

• PR/social media

• IT for (participation) website



1. Starting the Co-Identification Process

a) What can realistically be promised in the “Participation Promise” 

b) Which stakeholders should be involved and how? Also think of “hard-to-reach 

groups” (children, elderly people, ethnic minorities)

c) How could your public kick-off become special? 

Unit 3 Task

2. Neighbourhood Mobility Check

a) What do you consider main strengths and weaknesses of your neighbourhood 

in terms of its mobility situation.

b) At which locations and with which tools do you want to capture the opinion of 

all citizens / stakeholders about your neighbourhood’s mobility situation?


